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Snappii offers more heavy equipment mobile apps than anybody else. 
The apps are built on Snappii’s ultrafast codeless platform. 

All the apps can be 100% customized to meet customer specific requirements. 

 
 

 
Inspect Elevators & 

Ensure Safety 
 

Ensure Public Safety, Comply with Safety Standards, and Extend 
Elevator Service Life 
Conduct thorough elevator inspections, integrate photos, locations, and 
signatures, and share auto-generated inspection reports.  
 

 
 

 
Inspect & Maintain Trucks 

 
 

Stay in Control of Your Fleet Maintenance 
Perform detailed truck inspections, integrate photos, locations, and 
signatures, and share auto-generated inspection reports. 

 
 

 
Inspect Tractors & Document 

Information 

 

Prevent Equipment Failure and Downtime 
Conduct detailed tractor inspections by checking fluid levels, tire and 
wheel inflation, batteries, and other major components. 

 
 

 
Inspect & Visually Check 

Cranes and Loads 
 

Prevent Equipment Failure and Downtime 
Conduct thorough crane and load inspections, integrate photos, 
locations, and signatures, and share auto-generated inspection reports.  

 
 

 
Inspect Excavators Online & 

Offline 
 

Prevent Equipment Failure and Downtime 
Conduct detailed excavator inspections and share auto-generated 
inspection reports.  

 

 
Inspect, Assess Ships & 

Vessels 
 

Ensure Public Safety, Comply with Safety Standards, and Extend Vessel 
Service Life 
Check multiple components and assemblies of vessels, including 
general information, deck, hold, gears and cranes. The given inspection 
form complies with international regulations. 
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Heavy Equipment Inspection 

Prevent Equipment Failure and Downtime 
Conduct thorough heavy equipment inspections, integrate photos, 
locations, and signatures, and share auto-generated inspection reports. 
A specific iPad version of Heavy Equipment Inspection is also available.  
 

 
 

 
Inspect Loaders & Report 

Damages 
 

Prevent Equipment Failure and Downtime 
Perform detailed loader inspections and share auto-generated 
inspection reports. 

 
 

 
 

Heavy Equipment Inventory 
Effectively Monitor, Manage, and Maintain Heavy Equipment 
Track your heavy equipment inventory, its location, status, and 
condition with the convenience of your mobile device. 

 
 

Rental Business Management 
Manage Rental Inventory with Ease 
Add inventory items to your rental list, make them available for rent, 
lease them, quote customers, and issue rental reports. 

 

 

 
 

Inventory Anything 

 

Collect and Manage Inventory with Ease and Efficiency 
Get an accurate account of the inventory items in your store, 
stockroom, in the field, etc. Track inventory and the total value of the 
assets. Replace expensive scanning devices. Share auto-generated 
PDF and Excel reports. 

 

 
 

 

Inspect Anything 
 

 

Streamline Field Inspections and Expedite Reporting 
Create and instantly share full-length inspection reports with photos, 
drawings, QR codes, barcodes, and locations. 

 

 

 
 

Camera to PDF Scanner 

Instantly Convert Photos and Descriptions into PDF Files 
Capture images, add descriptions, instantly generate PDF and Excel 
reports and share them with others. Save time and effort spent on 
finding and operating scanners. 

 

 

 
 

Fleet Management 
Track Your Fleet and Crew 
Add vehicles, equipment, create your own database of drivers, assign 
tasks and update captured details. 
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